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APPLICATION NOTE

Introduction and Scope
The AMIS−42700 Dual−CAN transceiver is the interface
between up to two high−speed CAN (=HS−CAN) bus lines
and the protocol controller and will be used for serial data
interchange between different electronic units at more than
one bus line. Beside other blocks, it contains two HS−CAN
transceivers interconnected with a logic unit.
The logic unit constantly ensures that dominant symbols
on one bus line are transmitted to the other bus line without
imposing any priority on either of the lines. This feature
would lead to an “interlock” state with permanent dominant
signal transmitted to both bus lines, if no extra measure is
taken.
Therefore feedback suppression is included inside the
logic unit of the transceiver. This block masks−out reception
on that bus line, on which a dominant is actively transmitted.
The reception becomes active again only with certain delay
after the dominant transmission on this line is finished.
This application note explains in detail the purpose and
characteristics of the feedback suppression. In the second
part, it shows measurement results demonstrating the impact
of the feedback suppression on the bus signals. Although the

note specifically deals with AMIS42700 – a high−speed
CAN repeater – the principles and conclusions can be, to a
big extent, used when considering other applications
involving repetition of signals between more busses in other
network systems.
Principle of the Repeater Logic
Direct Connection of 2 Transceivers

For the purpose of this application note, a simplified
model of a transceiver will be used as depicted in Figure 1.
A logical low level on digital pin TxD of the transceiver
causes the bus signal going “dominant” while logical high
level on TxD pin leaves the bus “recessive”. In the case of
the HS−CAN physical layer, “dominant” bus corresponds to
a positive differential voltage while “recessive” bus is
represented by zero differential voltage. The bus signal is
monitored by a receiver signaling the detected level on
digital output RxD.
Both the transmission and the reception involve delays as
symbolically shown in Figure 1 (the depicted delay values
are for illustration only and not to scale).
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Figure 1. Simplified Model and Timing of a High−speed CAN Transceiver
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pin RxD1 of the transceiver connected to BUS1. Pin RxD1
is directly connected to pin TxD2 of the second transceiver
which, in turn, re−transmits the dominant signal on BUS2.
The delay of the pin interconnection is neglected in this
example (in case of an on−chip logic, it’s typically negligible
compared to the transceiver delays)

When two CAN channels should be symmetrically
interconnected in order to provide the repetition function,
direct connection of two single transceivers via their TxD
and RxD pins presents itself as the easiest solution.
According the example shown in Figure 2, the first
dominant signal occurs on BUS1. After the delay needed for
correct reception of the dominant symbol, it’s signaled on
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Figure 2. Direct Connection of 2 Transceivers and the Occurrence of a Deadlock on the Bus

locked situation and the communication is blocked. The
direct interconnection of RxD and TxD pins is therefore not
sufficient to ensure correct bus signal repetition and extra
measures must be taken – they are referred to as “feedback
suppression” and will be described in the following
paragraph.

However, as the pin interconnection is symmetrical, the
dominant symbol on BUS2 will be, with appropriate delays,
re−transmitted back on BUS1. The dominant signal on
BUS1 is therefore driven both by the external source and the
repeater itself. When the external source stops forcing the
dominant (the dotted line in Figure 2), BUS1 remains
dominant (as so does BUS2) in a self−sustained way, leading
to a “deadlock” situation.
The situation described in the above example can be
applied also in the opposite direction – i.e. when the first
dominant is seen on BUS2 – as the transceivers’ inter−
connection is fully symmetrical. After the first occurrence of
the dominant signal on either bus, the system ends up in a

Feedback Suppression

Simplified repeater logic block used in AMIS42700 is
shown in Figure 3. Links to the controller pins (Tx0, Text,
Rx0, Rint) are not shown but their connection to the repeater
logic is, in principle, similar to the internal control of the two
on−chip transceivers.
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Figure 3. Repeater Logic with Feedback Suppression (FBS) used in AMIS42700 (simplified)

the FB_RELEASE signal gets low as well. Low level of
FB_RELEASE blocks signal RxD of the same channel from
propagating to TxD signal of the other channel. The blocking
starts immediately after TxD gets low. However, when TxD
returns to high – i.e. when the transmission of a dominant is
not requested any more – the feedback is released only after
a certain delay. This allows the bus to return to recessive as
well as the receiver to settle in recessive state.

The signals TxD1/2 and RxD1/2 (which are internal signals
inside AMIS42700) have the same meaning as in the direct
interconnection of 2 transceivers shown in Figure 2.
However, they are not simply cross−connected, but rather
mask each other via the block called “FBS” (=feedback
suppression). The function of the FBS blocks can be seen
from the timing diagram in Figure 4 – as soon as signal TxD
gets low, thus requesting active transmission of dominant –
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Figure 4. Function of a Feedback Suppression Block (FBS)

actively driven. When dominant on BUS1 ends, RxD1 and
TxD1 return to high and BUS2 settles back to recessive. The
BUS2 receiver (signal RxD2) returns to high as well. Thanks
to the extension of FB_RELEASE2 beyond TxD2, the
delays of BUS2 transmission and reception don’t lead to an
interlock – the low−level time extension of FB_RELEASE
signals is designed so, that it covers the sum of transmission
and reception delays with sufficient margin. Otherwise, the
feedback suppression would become inoperable.

Figure 5 shows signal repetition with the logic from
Figure 3. A dominant signal is again first seen on BUS1. It’s
received and propagated to internal signal RxD1 directly
copied (with negligible delay) to internal signal TxD2.
Signal TxD2 ensures re−transmission of the dominant
symbol on BUS2. At the same time, signal FB_RELEASE2
keeps low as long as TxD2 is low and extends slightly
beyond the low level of TxD2. Thanks to signal
FB_RELEASE2, the reception of the BUS2 dominant is
“suppressed” (i.e. logically masked) as long as BUS2 is
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Figure 5. Signal Repetition Without a Deadlock
Thanks to the Feedback Suppression
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Measurement of the Repeater Function

The function of the AMIS42700 repeater logic was demonstrated with a setup composed of one AMIS42700 HS−CAN
repeater and two AMIS30660 standalone HS−CAN transceivers – see Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Measurement setup used to verify the repeater logic of AMIS42700 – bus
terminations, common−mode chokes and other components are not depicted.
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Measurement of the Repeater Function

The repeater logic was measured by forcing a rectangular
pulse on pin Tx2 in setup of Figure 6 leading to periodic
dominants on CANH2 and CANL2. The second transceiver
remained passive (Tx1 = High). AMIS42700 was ensuring
that the signals on CANH2 and CANL2 were repeated on
CANH1 and CANL1. The overall view of the repeater
behavior is shown in Figure 7 with zooms to both transitions
(recessive−>dominant and dominant−>recessive) in
Figure 8.
It can be seen that in both directions, the delay from
CANH2/CANL2 to CANL1/CANLH1 is ca 150 ns (under
typical conditions) – it’s the time needed to receive the signal
on one bus plus the time needed to transmit the signal on the
other bus – the total delay is equal to the loop delay of one
transceiver.
Figure 7. Signal repetition from CAN bus 2 (blue+
magenta) to CAN bus 1 (yellow + green) in case only
one node transmits on bus1.

Figure 8. Signal repetition from CAN bus 2 (blue+ magenta) to CAN bus 1 (yellow + green)
in case only one node transmits on bus1. Zooms to both signal transitions
Measurement of the Feedback Suppression

Figure 9 shows the stimuli and the signal on
CANH1/CANL1 – pin Tx2 of the setup is again driven by
a rectangular signal. The same signal is, via an RC delay,
connected to Tx1. Dominant is thus forced by both
AMIS30660 transceivers during similar times but mutually
shifted.

In the “Measurement of the Repeater Function” section,
it was shown that dominant signals driven on one bus are
correctly re−transmitted on the second bus without any
“deadlock” occurring as expected from the feedback
suppression feature. In order to visualize the feedback
suppression explicitly, overlapping transmission of
dominant signals on both branches was measured.
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Dominant symbol on CANH1/CANL1 is a combination
of both partial dominants – it starts by the dominant repeated
from CANH2/CANL2 (which started earlier). When the
dominant on CANH2/CANL2 ends, signal on
CANH1/CANL1 is still dominant thanks to the standalone
transmitter connected to it. When both signals overlap
(which represents the majority of the time), the differential
voltage is slightly higher because of two transmitters
(AMIS30660 and AMIS42700) driving simultaneously the
same bus.
The situation on CANH2/CANL2 starts similarly.
However, when the dominant forced by the standalone
transceiver ends (Tx2 goes high), the bus becomes recessive
as the feedback from the other bus is blocked by the
feedback suppression. Only when the feedback suppression
is released, the still−lasting dominant on CANH1/CANL1 is
re−transmitted to CANH2/CANL2 – see Figure 10.
Unlike the situation measured in the “Measurement of the
Feedback Suppression” section, signals on both busses are
not fully identical – the bus where the transmission ends
earlier (CANH2/CANL2 in our case), shows a “dip” in bus
voltage directly reflecting the masking effect of the
feedback suppression block. This “dip” to recessive is
roughly 400 ns long. It’s equal to the FS_RELEASE signal
time extension (see Figure 4) plus the time necessary to
transmit the dominant again.

Figure 9. Signal repetition in case different nodes
coincidentally transmit on both branches. Blue – TxD
signal of the node on bus1 (delayed with an RC
constant); magenta – TxD signal of the node on bus
2; yellow and green – bus voltage on bus1.

Figure 10. Signal repetition in case different nodes coincidentally transmit on both
branches. Yellow and green – bus voltage on bus1; blue and magenta – bus voltage on
bus2. Overall view and zoom on the transition dominant−>recessive.
Conclusions

feedback suppression can successfully pass signals between
different bus branches and that the feedback suppression can
be directly observed by applying coinciding time−shifted
signals to both busses.

The application note demonstrated the necessity to
include the feedback suppression feature into the repeater
logic in order to avoid a “deadlock” situation. It has been
demonstrated by measurements that the repeater logic with
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